Welcome

• Attendees
• Speakers
• NANOG Representatives
Who are we?

• NANOG is a membership organization
• organized as an 501(c)3 non-profit
• Focused on the technologies and systems that make the Internet function
How we support the community

• NANOG mail list, website, and archives
• NANOG Conferences
• Fellowships
• College Immersion Program
• On the Road Meetings
NANOG Conference Fellowship Program

- Fellows are provided an opportunity to attend a NANOG Conference, with the following benefits:
  - Hotel accommodations at the meeting hotel
  - Round-trip economy class airfare to the meeting
  - A small stipend to cover meals and incidental travel expenses

- APPLY NOW!
  - Current selection of Fellows will be for attendance at NANOG64 in San Francisco, CA, USA, June 1-3, 2015. Applications may be submitted year-round.
  - Abha Ahuja NANOG Fellowship
  - Operator of Tomorrow Fellowship
NANOG Conference College Immersion Program

- NANOG is committed to ensuring that the next-generation of networking professionals have an opportunity to become part of the operational community that makes the Internet run.
- Faculty Attendance and Mentorship Required, if approved by the NCI selection committee, the faculty member will select student participation and attendance
  - NANOG will provide a reimbursed expenses trip to the current meeting for up to 25 students per meeting. The paid expenses will include:
    - Airfare (up to $500)
    - Four nights of hotel (must be booked by NANOG staff)
    - Ground transportation (reasonable cost)
    - Meal stipend (adjusted for meeting location)
- Application available on the NANOG website